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Presenting...



Background Information 
a. 1 - 1 ½ long campaign 

b. Highlight four letters at a time (because of this, the last 

group of letters which will only be two letters)

c. The editorial will be focused on a variety of cuisines from 

different restaurants in Austin represented through the 

letters of the alphabet. 

- For example, Letters A-D would be American Food, letters 

E-H would be Italian food, etc. 



Branding
Why this makes sense for Do512?

● The restaurant industry in Austin is growing constantly every day. With a variety 

of restaurants that serve different dishes from all over the world, it’s very 

necessary to try out these different places. 

● We have to find a way to attract those who are looking for restaurants in Austin 

that serve popular cuisines from different parts of the world. 

● Do512 has produced many editorials such as coffee spots in Austin, the best wine 

bars in Austin, etc., so why not one about different restaurants that showcase 

different cuisines in Austin centered around the letters of the alphabets?



Presenting...

Editorial Component



Editorial Component
Editorial Ideas:

- Push separate editions for each group of letters.

a. Since they will come out in editions, once they are all out we will create a landing page that links 

out to every edition.

b. When the editorial is finished, we could paste it all onto one page and push it as a roundup so that 

it can have a wrap-up. 

- Start pushing on a Friday because people eat out on the weekends more than during the week. 

There is more engagement on Friday’s and we would push every week.

- The title of the separate editorials would be:

a. Austin Restaurants by Alphabet: A-D (correlating with the letters of that group)

- The title of the landing page would be: 

a. Austin Restaurants by Alphabet



Editorial Component Cont. 
SPONSORS

- We would be the ones reaching out to potential clients, 

they would be companies who Do512 has worked with 

before. 

- There would be a different brand for each theme/group 

of letters for the restaurant.

- The companies will be local brands from the Austin area 

so that it can bring more awareness to their company and 

Do512 and it’ll be centered around the theme of the 

restaurant. 

- We could have a giveaway where the brand has its 

featured email where it describes what you could win if 

you vote on your favorite restaurant in that group to 

bring awareness to the editorial and to that company. 

- This project is sellable and could be paired easily. We 

could even sell placements to the restaurants and they 

can pay to be on this list. 

Example Of a Sponsored Editorial Proposal



Separate Edition Editorial Example

Separate Edition Example: 

https://do512.com/p/austin-restaurants-by-alphabet-a-d 

https://do512.com/p/austin-restaurants-by-alphabet-a-d


Landing Page Editorial Example

Separate Edition Example: 

https://do512.com/p/austin-restaurants-by-alphabet 

https://do512.com/p/austin-restaurants-by-alphabet


Presenting...

Social Media Component



Social Media Component 
- To start, we will have one push on each social platform and will be released in the afternoon or around lunch time 

(Facebook, Instagram *and a story*, Twitter, and Tiktok). 

Instagram

- One push a week because a new edition will be released every Friday. 

- Depending on popularity, we might have to push once every two weeks. 

- First push on Instagram story will promote the editorial and link out to it. Since Instagram stories have a short lifespan, we would push 

another story earlier in the week (possibly Monday or Tuesday).  

Twitter

- One push a week because a new edition will be released every Friday. 

- First push on Twitter will promote the editorial and link out to it. Since Tweets also have a short lifespan, we would push another tweet 

earlier in the week (possibly Monday or Tuesday).  

Facebook

- One push a week because a new edition will be released every Friday. 

TikTok

- One push a week because a new edition will be released every Friday. 

- Could be a multi-part series where we actually go to the restaurants and video a meal and the outside of it with a little copy about the 

what the restaurant offers and the address of it. 



Social Media Content Calendar



Social Media Content Calendar



Social Media Mock Posts & Stories

Instagram Story MockUp

Instagram Carousel Mockup Post



Presenting...

Email Component



Email Component
- Push the editorial for the first time on email the day the editorial goes out (on a Friday). 

- Since they will come out every Friday, they will be placed in the content block section of the email 

because it’s something new every week. 

- Once the series is done, it could be pushed in the recs section of the email as kind of a wrap up. 

- Creative will be bright, appealing and different every time to keep the audience engaged and interested in 

what is coming next. 

- Email Timeline: 

a. Flight dates: 4/2/2021-5/7/2021 (pushes would come out for almost a month and a half)

b. We would release them every Friday because that is when the new edition of the editorial will come out.

c. Each separate push for the individual editorials will get one content block inclusion (total 7 inclusions) 

and then after the series is complete, the landing page will get one rec inclusion (total 1 inclusion).



Email Example

Editorial Landing Page Email Inclusion in Rec #2

Separate Editorial Page Email 

Inclusion CB #1



THANK YOU!!
If there's any questions or 

concerns PLEASE let me know :)

I’m open for feedback, comments!


